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Bell Helicopter model 407 Specifications
Total gross weight = 5250 lb.
Cruising speed is 120 knot = 203 ft/s
Fuel capacity = 127.8 US Gallon = 17.0844 ft3
Maximum engine power output capacity = 674 hp. (Pav)
Engine power at forward level flight =630 hp. (Plevel)
Distance between axes of rotation of the main and tail rotors = 
23.05 ft.
Drag coefficient, Cdo = 0.008. 
Lift curve slope, a = 5.7. 
Empirical correction factors, k = 1.15 and K = 4.7
Assume moment of inertia of helicopter is, I = 4000 lb-ft2
Fuel weight, W =870 lb
(assume fuel is Kerosene ρ = 50.9 lb/ft3)
Transmission loss, 100 (1-630/701) =10 %
Specific fuel onsumption, SFC = 0.4
Assumptions Made
Hover ceiling 
h ≈ 17500 ft
Pav = 674 hp
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Maximum rate of climb 
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9 %16,050 ft17,500 ftHover ceiling
5 %132 knot = 223 ft/s212 ft/sMaximum forward speed
Not given95 ft/sVelocity of maximum endurance
Not given125 ft/sVelocity of maximum range
5.4 %3.7 hr3.5 hrMaximum endurance
Not given595 mileMaximum range
22 %326 nm = 377 mile460 mileRange at V∞ = 121 knot = 204 ft/s
Not given52.7 ft/sMaximum rate of climb
Not given-31.67 ft/sMinimum descent rate
Not given16oMinimum descent angle
